
The goal of this text is to provide understanding of the role that locally organized citizens have in
changing general political behavior of Czech people after 1989. The text combines knowledge of urban
sociology, political and urban transformation, and citizen/political participation in post-1989 Czech
Republic. Theoretically, the text is based in critical reception of urban sociology showing its rather low
rate of understanding when analyzing the role of citizens in urban change. The text works with the
concept of transaction activism, using it to analytically evaluate the forms of examined collective local
action of citizens. Last but not least, attention is paid to the role of ICTs, notably the Internet, in forms of
local citizen engagement. To provide the necessary context, the text reflects on main events in political
participation on state level as well as it reflects on main urban changes after 1989. Methodologically, the
work is based on data from two representative questionnaire surveys and fifteen interviews with
representatives of citizen organizations. The main theses are following: (1) low direct experience with
political issues leads to predominance of “the politics” as portrayed by mass media, yet it is rather easily
unmasked by direct political experience; (2) Although the public opinion remains highly critical of
politics and politicians, it is no barrier to direct engagement; (3) When engaging in local issues, the
citizens prefer rather conservative and individual protest strategies; (4) Local issues are seen by the
engaged citizens as free of ideological connotations; (5) Political subjects and parties are in most cases
bypassed by active citizens; (6) The role of the Internet and new media remains relatively low in the
strategies of local participation. In conclusion, the author sees the current state of civil society in the CR
as highly conservative and fragmented, oriented mostly at ad hoc issues regardless broader value-laden
scope. 
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